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TAKE TWO 

• To everyone viewing this presentation I apologise for the enormous delay.

• Also, you would have probably noticed the difference in layout.

• After hearing your concerns and questions I decided to put a presentation together from a volunteers 
perspective attempting to assist an animal, rather than as an animal welfare professional perspective. 

• Hopefully, I don’t lose you in attempting to combine the two. 

• Enjoy  ♡



1. MAIN COMPLAINT 

• In establishing the main complaint I find that it helps to treat every animal that you encounter as you 
would a consultation. 

• Think of the situation as a doctor patient situation. 

• Yourself– being the human doctor. 

• The animal-the human patient.

 Ask yourself WHY the patient (animal) has come to you.

• Once you have established the patients “main complaint”, start to develop your plan of action (poa).

• Developing a poa allows for a systematic approach to each animals further assessment. 



MAIN COMPLAINT 

• Learning to do a basic medical assessment via a systematic approach will create a routine; meaning that 
in times of panic when adrenaline kicks in, you will still be able to do a thorough basic (clinical) medical 
assessment. 

• Thus, allowing an overall more accurate tentative diagnosis.

• Tentative diagnosis  (dx) meaning that we are in no way attempting to make a dx of which only that of a 
qualified veterinarian would be able to do. 

• REMEMBER: 90% of misdiagnosed cases are as a result of not doing a thorough clinical or simply 
forgetting / overlooking minor details. 

• Our passion for animals as sentient beings causes use to naturally be more perceptive to their details. 

• Don’t forget to use this strength when helping any animal!



MAIN COMPLAINT 

• CONCLUSION: Once having established a main complaint, we will then be able to develop our poa 
further as to the clinical assessment and any possible affecting factors to the main complaint. 

• The main complaint is VITAL to doing a basic medical assessment. 

• Now that we have learnt how to establish a main complaint, we can focus on using it to conduct our 
clinical evaluation and record a full patient history. 

• Together, these three steps allow us to establish the most accurate minimum database, thus leading us 
to the most propable tentative dx, allowing us to treat / eliminate the “main complaint”. 

• 



RESTRAINT 

• Before we can move on to conducting a full patient history and doing a basic medical assessment it is 
important to protect yourself first.

• As much as we love all animals, we do not know the circumstances that an animal has previously 
endured, thus, we do not know as to how an animal can react at any given time, and the animal should  
be appropriately restraint for your safety as well as the comfort of examining the animal as stealthily as 
possible.

• A roll of crepe  bandage is always handy to keep in your glove box and can be used for the above 
mentioned purpose too when attempting to muzzle a dog.



RESTRAINT 
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RESTRAINT

• Use an appropriate length of crepe bandage as per the size of your animal.

• Lengths that are too long can cause difficulty in securing the muzzle.

• Start  by looping the bandage with a pull tight knot that can be slipped onto the animals snout.

• After attempting to calm the animal down, gain trust or simply prove that you are here to provide help; 
approach the animal slowly (preferably from a peripheral or hind approach) as to not startle the animal.

• Pull tight, not too tight and once snug make a second knot on the underside of the snout.

• Then take the two side pieces of the bandage to the back, moving below the earline, and tie a bow behind the 
animals neck.  

• Test the strength of your knots / muzzle to ensure it is secured should the animal attempt to bite you or 
remove it themselves. 

• DONE 



COMPILING A MINIMUM DATABASE

• Now that you have a main complaint and a safely restraint animal, you can start collecting and 
recording the information of which will make up the specific animals “minimum database”.

• The main complaint as previously discussed, makes up the first component of a minimum database. 

• The second component being a full patient history.

• And, the third, a full clinical evaluation. 



2. PATIENT HISTORY

• When an owner is presented with an animal remember to add this point to use in compiling your 
minimum database.

• A patient history can help rule out or add possible causes to assist you in compiling your minimum 
database. 

• Combined with your clinical assessment, a patient history will allow you to narrow down your list as to 
the possible factors causing the main complaint. 

• If an owner is present, remember not to lead the owner. Pose questions in a manner that forces them 
to think back and recall, making what they describe to more accurate account of details.

 Owners do not always give a true or accurate report, even if done unintentionally; therefore do not rely 
too heavily on their word. 



3. CLINICAL EVALUATION
• The crux of compiling a minimum database to conduct a basic medical assessment stems from the clinical evaluation.

• A clinical evaluation should further be split into two parts, (A) visual, and (B) sensory. 

• A) Visual being what one can immediately see. 

• Example: If you notice that an animal seems to be out of breathe or panting heavily, one automatically thinks to question the immediate 
previous activity,  weather conditions, hydration status, heart conditions, age factors, obesity issues and shock or trauma. A non-animal lover 
could easily overlook this as a cute kitty/doggy being overly excited. 

• B) Sensory hands on examination. This entails not only what you see and feel when examining the animal, but also as to 
observing for any pain or irritation signs present while examining the animal. Any abnormal smells, etc. 

• Example: A non animal lover may think that a smelly long haired animal may just be lacking a bath.  We on the other hand will
know that this may be a sign of a viral infection or that there may be an abscess under all that fur and do a full check for any
underlying causes. 

• Before we can even begin to think of assisting sick animals, we need to be able to recognize the signs of that of HEALTHY 
animals, as to develop an understanding of “normal” vitals.



CLINICAL EVALUATION

• The below chart is curtesy of Creature 
Clinic

http://creatureclinic.com/wp-
content/uploads/2016/04/Normal-
Ranges-4.jpgi

• Memorise the normal ranges, and 
practices taking the readings on your own 
pets to get comfortable with doing them.

http://creatureclinic.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Normal-Ranges-4.jpgi


CLINICAL EVALUATION

• Now that you have become familiar with the parameters of a healthy animal, lets focus on helping those less 
fortunate.

• The following examples can be used as a guide as to how to conduct your (A) visual evaluations with regards 
to the habitus of animals.

 When presented with a listless puppy, one needs to be able to identify whether or not this puppy is just tired of 
jumping up for each passer by, or whether this puppy has no interest in ever jumping up again. 

 A listless kitten, presented with a dull coat and hasn’t even touched their gourmet soft food and a limp tail tells you 
that the kitten has not been cleaning themselves for a while and an underlying issue has been present for a while. Try 
different foods, however most animals that turn their noses up to gourmet soft food may not have an appetite at all. A 
limp tail is an immediate sign of the lack of energy from the animal and thus we should immediately check the 
hydration status and temperature of the kitty.

• By being perceptive to your patients habitus, you will be able to understand far more than what the surface 
presents seems to present.   



CLINICAL EVALUATION

• B) The sensory part of the clinical evaluation will often be lead by your main complaint.

• However, remember the reason for 90% of misdiagnosed cases;

• It is therefore of vital importance to be as thorough as possible whilst not overlooking any subtle signs.

• Pick a starting point.

• In order to be as systematic as possible, map your evaluation.

• When examining any animal I prefer to start with the front of an animal, moving backwards.

• This is because majority of dogs tend to very much dislike you after invading their privacy by sticking the 
thermometer up their bum for a few seconds.



CLINICAL EVALUATION

• Starting at the front of the animal, checking their mouth and eyes.

• You are doing this to examine the colour of their mucous membranes.

• White- severe anemia / shock.

• Pale/pale pink- anemia, shock, nausea / fear.

• Pink- normal.

• Dark pink/red- dehydration, shock, billary, pressure or a blood vessel. 

• Yellow- jaundiced (liver issues), billary. 

• Purple,red/blue- poisoning, sepsis / shock.

• Blue- heart failure, shock, respiratory problems, poisoning / sepsis. 

• Also remember to check the capillary refill time and not to overlook anything while you’re here; look for 
inflamed gums, tartar build up, smelly breathe, smelly ears, check the glands to ensure they’re not enlarged. 



CLINICAL EVALUATION
• While moving towards the rear of the animal, feel every part of their body to check for any growths or 

other abnormalities.

• If the animal has any injuries or pain, they will let you know by the discomfort/sensitivity experienced 
when you approach the affected area.

• Tent the skin along the animals back.

• This will give you a good indication of their hydration status. 

• While taking the animals temperature, if you are needing to do a rectal exam, include it here.

• The thermometer takes a few seconds to run; instead of wasting this time in silence, I use it to get the 
animals pulse (hind leg used), examine the underbelly and private areas that they would otherwise not 
stay still for you to assess. 



CLINICAL EVALUATION

• Without an owner the next components of the sensory clinical evaluation may be slightly more difficult, but are extremely important 
and need to be done.

• You will need to know the general habitus of the animal, whether or not they have a decrease or increase in their water consumption, 
their appetite status, their faeces, urine (male cats frequently suffer from blocked bladders and can be DEADLY if not caught in the 
early stages).

• When conducting your clinical evaluation, describe in detail your findings.

• Focus on,

• Colour

• Consistency 

• Extent / degree of condition

• Depth

• Texture / feel

• Location

• Size

• Smell

• Discharge



BASIC MEDICAL ASSESSMENT

• By determining the animals 1) Main Complaint, 2) History and doing a thorough 3) Clinical Evaluation; 
you have compiled the animals MINIMUM DATABASE, and completed a basic medical assessment-WELL 
DONE  ! 



CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION (CPR)
• Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) includes the combined use of artificial respiration and chest 

compressions.

• As easy as A,B,C…

• AIRWAYS

• BREATHING

• CIRCULATION

• Find the airways, if breathing, tube, get circulation flowing.

• VITAL: Keep compressions constant! 

• Ventilate between.

• Ideally, two people will be performing CPR, while one person does the compressions, the other 
ventilates.

 For further information on performing CPR, visit pet education.

http://www.peteducation.com/article.cfm?c=2+1677&aid=1604


THANK YOU FOR CARING ABOUT ANIMALS AND 
WANTING TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE! 

“YOU’LL SELDOM EXPERIENCE REGRET FOR THE THINGS THAT YOU’VE DONE. IT IS WHAT YOU 
HAVEN’T DONE THAT WILL TORMENT YOU”-W DYER.

BE YOU. 

BE HERE NOW.

BE THE CHANGE YOU WANT TO SEE IN THE WORLD. 


